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Readings:
1. A Letter from WAD to RR
2. Basic Character Spacing  
 in Type Design
3. Walter Tracy’s chart for  
 spacing relationships
4. Mark Jamra’s Form &
 Proportion in a Text Typeface

* Proof requirements 
a)  isolated large/display size  
 (30pt+) highlighting details  
 found in sources or final font
b)  smaller text set at subhead/ 
 pull-quote size; (18pt+)
c)  smaller text settings   
 showing text at body copy  
 size. (9pt+)

DigitaL sketChing & proofing

This short assignment will build on the previous one, and 
you will now begin to focus more on the relationship between 
shapes than the process of digitizing itself. For this exercise, 
you will develop good quality sketches referencing a variety of 
self-selected sources to use as a starting point for a limited font 
comprised of a selection of characters from the Latin lower and 
upper cases. In this exercise you will build on the process of 
translation from sketch to screen and familiarize yourselves 
with the notion of typefaces as shape systems.

Learning outcomes: 
• Improved digital drawing skills alongside freehand drafting

• Introduction to basic principles of font production 
(naming, metrics)

• Awareness of structural relationships between letterforms.

• Introduction to proofing methods, resources  
and terminology.

• Ability to isolate identifying features of a typeface

• An improved awareness of historical models and influences

• Honed skills in balancing weight, spacing and idiosyncrasy 
across the characters in a typeface. 

Steps: 

1 Starting by gathering samples and visual references, 
begin by looking carefully and identifying defining char-
acteristics of the samples you have collected and why you 
like them. You are encouraged to read up on the classifica-
tion and history of the samples you have collected for 
more context. Isolate the features and formal elements 
you like and want to combine into a typeface. in order 
to familiarize yourself with the shapes, and immerse 
yourself in the visual vocabulary of the typefaces you are 
referencing. You can choose just one source or many to 
combine and digitize.

1 With your stylistic and formal goals defined, begin 
sketching a variety of well-formed versions of the letters  
a d e o i n H O to serve as material for your digitizations.

2 Once you have a set of sketches you are happy with, begin 
to digitally reconstruct these letterforms on screen, using 
your font editor. Refer to, but do not scan and trace your 



sketches, using them as a model rather than a source. 
(demo provided in class, and resources online) N.B. while 
drawing, ensure that your letterforms are correctly scaled 
and positioned in the glyph window. 

3 Space your letters using control characters and spacing 
strings (refer to spacing handouts)

4 Fill out the Font Information and Metrics data in your  
font editor and name your font correctly

5 Generate and install your font and create a test document. 
Tweak shapes, regenerate, reinstall, proof, etc.

6 Note differences between sketched forms and digitized 
forms. Write down 10 differences that you notice. Assess 
the overall fit, color and texture of your typeface, making 
changes based on feedback and repeat as necessary.

7 Continue to add characters based on the progression 
discussed in class, aiming for adeoinHO + DEBApgs.

Final Submission Requirements: 
Single sheet tabloid size specimen sheet, with accompanying 
notes and reflections on the translation from sketch to screen 
(10 differences), and the illustrative value of the proofing 
process. This proof should include images of your source 
reference(s), with key details highlighted, as well as the final 
typeface in various sizes. (Guidelines will be provided)


